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Interpolation Volume Calibration: A Multisensor
Calibration Technique for Electromagnetic Trackers

Henry Himberg, Yuichi Motai, Member, IEEE, and Arthur Bradley

Abstract—AC electromagnetic trackers are well suited for head
tracking but are adversely affected by conductive and ferromag-
netic materials. Tracking performance can be improved by map-
ping the tracking volume to produce coefficients that correct po-
sition and orientation (PnO) measurements caused by stationary
distorting materials. The mapping process is expensive and time
consuming, requiring complicated high-precision equipment to
provide registration of the measurements to the source reference
frame. In this study, we develop a new approach to mapping that
provides registration of mapping measurements without precision
equipment. Our method, i.e., the interpolation volume calibration
system, uses two simple fixtures, each with multiple sensors in a
rigid geometry, to determine sensor PnO in a distorted environment
without mechanical measurements or other tracking technologies.
We test our method in a distorted tracking environment, construct-
ing a lookup table of the magnetic field that is used as the basis
for distortion compensation. The new method compares favorably
with the traditional approach providing a significant reduction in
cost and effort.

Index Terms—AC magnetic tracking, magnetic tracker calibra-
tion, position and orientation measurements.

NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Definition
AR Augmented Reality.
fD (r) Dipole Formula for the signal matrix at field point

r.
fI (r) A function that determines the secondary field of

field point r in the interpolation volume.
fS (r) The estimated signal matrix measured at field

point r inside the interpolation volume.
fSTS (S) A function that computes the product of the sig-

nal matrix S transpose and the signal matrix.
r A field point position vector (3 × 1).
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G A 3 × 3 matrix containing the secondary (distor-
tion) field.

Gn The secondary field signal matrix of sensor n of
the interpolation fixture.

g(r) The secondary field signal matrix (a 3× 3 matrix)
at field point r.

IVC Interpolation Volume Calibration.
LUT Look up Table.
qn
0 The quaternion orientation of sensor n at time

step 0 in the source reference frame.
qn
k The orientation of sensor n at time step k in the

source reference frame.
qBn The relative orientation of sensor n in the map-

ping fixture reference frame. This value is a con-
stant after initialization at time step 0.

qBn
0 The quaternion orientation of sensor n on the

mapping fixture, in the mapping fixture reference
frame at time step 0.

qI The quaternion orientation of the interpolation
frame.

qFn An interpolation fixture sensor orientation in the
source reference frame.

qPn
0 The quaternion orientation of sensor n at time

step 0 in the interpolation fixture reference frame.
QtoT(q) A function that converts quaternion orientation q

to a rotation matrix.
PnO Position and Orientation.
rn
0 The position vector of sensor n at time step 0.

r1, r2 A sensor to sensor vector on the interpolation
fixture used to define the fixture frame.

rn
k The position of sensor n in the source reference

frame at time step k.
rBn The relative position of sensor n in the mapping

fixture reference frame. This value is a constant
after initialization at time step 0.

rFn A fixture sensor position in the source reference
frame.

rP Sensor position on the interpolation fixture in the
fixture frame of reference.

S A 3× 3 matrix of normalized field measurement.
S meas The measured signal matrix (a 3 × 3 matrix).
StS The product of the signal matrix transpose (ST )

and the signal matrix (S).
TtoQ(T) A function that converts a rotation matrix T to a

quaternion orientation.
T Rotation matrix (3 × 3).
T I A rotation matrix representing the orientation of

the interpolation fixture in the source reference
frame.
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TM The orientation of sensor 0 on the mapping fix-
ture, expressed as a rotation matrix (this is also
defined as the mapping fixture reference frame).

TS A sensor orientation matrix.
VR Virtual Reality.
Λ The error in the estimated signal matrix.

I. INTRODUCTION

V IRTUAL reality and augmented reality (VR/AR) systems
are often used to immerse robot operators in the robotic

environment [5], [14], [28], [32]. The VR/AR system combines
information from different sensors and/or camera views into a
single display system to improve situational awareness [9], [22],
[24]. Sophisticated VR/AR environments use head tracking to
provide situation-dependent enhancements, such as virtual ob-
jects and symbology [1]. AC magnetic trackers provide an ideal
platform for head tracking in these environments [17] but can
have large errors if conductive or ferrous materials are nearby.
Tracking errors can be corrected using a map of the tracking
volume that characterizes the position and orientation (PnO)
errors, but the mapping process is expensive and/or time con-
suming. The need to maintain accurate registration between the
measured PnO and true PnO requires complex equipment that is
often difficult to use resulting in an expensive, time-consuming
operation.

AC magnetic trackers are adversely affected when nearby
objects distort the tracker generated magnetic field. A study
of the effect of conductive and ferromagnetic materials on
magnetic trackers was conducted by Nixon et al. [29]. Dis-
tortion effects were seen to be highly dependent on the ge-
ometry of the source and sensor. Careful control of the source
and sensor locations can be used to minimize stationary distor-
tion [2], [18], [19], [26], [33]; nonstationary distorters must be
removed from the tracking volume through the use of alternative
materials (stainless steel or acrylic).

The effect of stationary distorting material on tracker mea-
surements can be classified by the maximum orientation error
found in the tracking volume (see Table I). Mild distortion levels
occur in applications where distorting materials near the tracking
volume exert a weak influence that causes small position errors
(<5 mm) but up to 100 mrad of orientation error. A VR/AR
environment that has been carefully built without distorting ma-
terials but has small metal objects just outside of the tracking
volume often has mild distortion. Moderate distortion levels oc-
cur when large conductive or ferrous materials are located at the
edges of the tracking volume, causing position error of up to
20 mm and orientation errors less than 500 mrad. This situation
occurs when the VR/AR environment has large metal structures
located just outside of the tracking volume that are not near
the magnetic source. Severe distortion occurs when the track-
ing volume is surrounded by or includes large metal structures
that are mechanically linked together and are positioned near
the magnetic source. A VR/AR application that is installed in a
confined space surrounded by metal structure (such as a vehicle
or aircraft) often results in severe distortion with position errors
of 50 mm or more and orientation errors of more than 1 rad.

TABLE I
DISTORTION LEVELS

The errors that are caused by distortion can be corrected us-
ing various methods including polynomial functions and lookup
tables (LUTs). A description of several distortion compensation
schemes is presented by Kindratendo [23] and Raab et al. [30].
All of these techniques require data collection using the tracker
to create a map of errors as a function of true PnO. The mapping
process requires locating the sensor at a multitude of positions
in the volume, while maintaining registration of the measured
PnO to the true PnO. Registration is accomplished through
either use of a hybrid tracker that combines an undistorted
measurement with the electromagnetic tracker measurement or
through mechanical means that precisely determine the sensor
PnO.

A hybrid tracker combines the ac electromagnetic tracker
with a nonmagnetic tracking technology to accurately measure
PnO during the mapping process. This approach eliminates the
need for precise location of the sensor during the mapping,
simplifying the equipment at the expense of a second tracking
technology. Optical tracking is often used in hybrid approaches
where its high accuracy is beneficial and occlusions are not a
factor due to the offline nature of the mapping process. A hybrid
tracking system consisting of a magnetic sensor for tracking
and an optical sensor for registration was proposed by Nakada
et al. [27]. The system was used to map a tracking environ-
ment and select one of four polynomial correction functions
based on the distortion level. This approach reduced errors from
40 mm to less than 2 mm. A similar system proposed by Birkfell-
ner et al. [3] using an emitter/detector optical tracking system
showed improvement in accuracy of the magnetic tracker to an
average error of 2.8 mm as compared with 4.6 mm for the un-
compensated case. Another approach using multiple magnetic
sensors with an optical marker/camera system for registration
was presented by Feuerstein et al. [8]. Their approach reduced
composite root means square (RMS) position error from 6.91
to 3.15 mm without calibration. Ikits et al. [20] also combined
an electromagnetic tracker with infrared marker/camera regis-
tration in their study on distortion compensation. The system
reduced average position error from 42.3 to 4.82 mm and aver-
age orientation error from 185 to 16.2 mrad. Although optical
trackers are commonly used to create hybrid tracking systems,
other technologies can be used for registration. A mapping sys-
tem using an ultrasonic sensor for registration was proposed
by Ghazisaedy et al. [13]. The method reduced position errors
to less than 5% of the measured distance but did not signif-
icantly improve on small errors due to a lack of precision in
the registration system. A mapping process combining optical
and mechanical registration with magnetic tracking was used
by Fisher [10]. This system used optical tracking to calibrate a
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mechanical fixture used in the mapping procedure. Hybrid sys-
tems, particularly those using optical tracking, can provide suffi-
ciently precise registration for mapping but at increased cost and
complexity.

Mechanical registration avoids the complexity of hybrid reg-
istration through use of nondistorting fixtures with known ge-
ometry. Kindratenko and Sherman [31] used a system of in-
terlocking polyvinyl chloride pipes in various lengths to create
a low-cost registration method in their mapping experiments.
Their method provided 1 cm of accuracy but was time con-
suming due to the constant assembly and disassembly of the
pipes. A calibration technique using a pegboard and jig to pro-
vide mechanical registration was used by Day et al. [7]. The
system reduced errors to an average of 1.8 cm and 1.2◦ at a
range of up to 1.8 m from the magnetic source. Another peg-
board scheme with holes at 12-in intervals was proposed by
Bryson [4]. The collected data were used to evaluate three com-
pensation schemes and found to reduce a 4-in average error to
2 in. Livingston and State [25] used a Faro mechanical track-
ing system (Faro arm) to provide mechanical registration dur-
ing data collection. The system reduced average position error
by 79% and average orientation error by 40%. Mapping with
mechanical registration is time consuming but can be improved
through the adoption of automated (robotic) devices. Automated
mapping devices can reduce data collection time but are expen-
sive to construct and complex to operate. Another approach to
this problem is to use multiple sensors to simultaneously collect
data.

Multiple sensors reduce data collection time and, if in a
known geometry, add constraints that can detect distortion.
Hagemeister et al. [16] used multiple sensors in a known ge-
ometry to measure errors for real-time PnO corrections. Their
technique generated correction factors by comparing the known
distance between sensors with the measurements to correct PnO
by more than 50% without a formal mapping. A method of cali-
brating a volume using multiple sensors attached to a rigid object
was proposed by Wu and Taylor [35]. Their system reduced po-
sition errors from 2.05 to 0.80 mm and orientation error from 13
to 7.9 mrad. Another multiple sensor system using six magne-
toresistive sensors was proposed by Wang and Jiang [34]. The
sensors were mounted on opposing sides of a cube and paired
to produce two position measurements with a known relative
distance. When used in the tracking environment, the position
of the center of the cube was calculated as the weighted sum of
the sensor pairs.

The additional constraints available through multiple sensor
techniques present an opportunity to improve mapping tech-
niques. We combine these constraints with a new registration
technique to dramatically reduce the cost and complexity of
the mapping process. Our method, i.e., the interpolation volume
calibration (IVC) uses multiple sensors in a fixed geometry to si-
multaneously collect data through registration of a single sensor.
A new registration method using real-time distortion compen-
sation eliminates the need for mechanical or hybrid registration
approaches.

Our contribution is several fold:

1) a novel method of correcting distorted PnO measurements
in real time without mapping;

2) a new metric for determining the error in ac magnetic
tracker position estimates from field data;

3) a data collection process that can be used to create an LUT
without costly mapping equipment.

We provide background on the PnO algorithms used in ac
magnetic trackers in Section II. The mathematical basis for our
system is developed in Section III along with data collection
process and offline processing algorithm used to construct the
LUT. Our method is tested in Section IV, and experimental
results are discussed. In Section V, we draw conclusions on how
our method relates to the calibration problems.

II. BACKGROUND

An ac electromagnetic tracker determines PnO by generat-
ing a 3-D ac magnetic field and measuring the mutual induc-
tance between sensor/source pairs. The magnetic field source
and sensor are constructed of three concentric, orthogonal coils.
The tracker measures the voltage induced on each of the sensor
coils and normalizes the data to the source/sensor assemblies,
operating frequency, and various physical constants. The data
are represented by a 3 × 3 signal matrix S containing the nor-
malized field measurements for each of the nine source/sensor
coil pairs. An algorithm presented by Jones [21] provides a sim-
plified relationship between the signal matrix and PnO (1). The
measured signal matrix S is the product of the transposed sensor
rotation matrix in the source frame T and the unrotated dipole
field fD (r). Note that several physical constants, the magnetic
field frequency, and other parameters have been removed from
the equation through calibration of the source and sensor

S = (T )T fD (r) . (1)

The dipole field, shown in (2) below, calculates the signal ma-
trix based on the outer product

〈
rrT

〉
of the position vector r.

We refer to (2) as the unrotated signal matrix, since it assumes
that the sensor is aligned to the source frame, with the posi-
tion vector describing the offset between the sensor magnetic
moment and the source magnetic moment

fD (r) =
(
1
/∥∥r

∥
∥3)(3

(〈
rrT

〉/∥∥r
∥
∥2) − I

)
. (2)

The continuous magnetic fields used in ac magnetic trackers
induce eddy currents in nearby conductive materials which gen-
erate secondary magnetic fields that distort the primary (dipole)
field created by tracker [15]. Ferrous materials cause distortion
by warping the magnetic flux lines, reducing the applicability
of the dipole field model. Without the secondary magnetic field,
the sensor winding voltage is a function of the position of the
sensor in the source frame. With the secondary field present, the
dipole equation no longer applies, since the voltage at the sensor
is a function of both the primary and secondary magnetic fields.
The measured signal matrix S is now the sum of the primary
field fD (r) and secondary field G rotated by the transpose of the
sensor rotation (T)T in the source frame

S = (T )T (fD (r) + G). (3)
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Fig. 1. Mapping fixture is used to simultaneously collect field data at multi-
ple positions and orientations while using the interpolation volume to provide
registration to the source reference frame.

The superposition of the primary and secondary fields in the
tracking environment provides the opportunity to compensate
the tracker measurement by subtracting the secondary field from
the measurement before the PnO computation. This model as-
sumes that the sensor is not attached to a ferrous or conductive
material which would make the secondary field pickup orienta-
tion dependent.

III. FIELD MAPPING USING INTERPOLATION

VOLUME CALIBRATION

The IVC system creates a secondary field LUT that can be
used for field compensation or to develop data for other compen-
sation methods. The system uses two fixtures, i.e., the interpo-
lation fixture and the mapping fixture, to collect a “data cloud”
of field points that are then interpolated to construct a uniform
grid LUT of the secondary magnetic field (see Fig. 1). The data
collection is performed using sweeping motions of the mapping
fixture, while using the interpolation fixture to provide regis-
tration of the collected data to the source reference frame. The
system is built on the premise that an LUT can be aligned to an
arbitrary reference frame by including any alignment errors in
the compensation coefficients, removing the requirement for ab-
solute measurement accuracy in the mapping process. The user
determines the LUT alignment and the measurement reference
frame when the interpolation fixture is placed in the mapped
volume. The interpolation fixture also defines a small volume
in which the PnO of a sensor at an arbitrary field point can be
determined.

Once the interpolation volume is defined, the mapping fix-
ture collects field data throughout the mapped volume. The PnO
of the mapping fixture sensors are extrapolated from the in-
terpolation volume through the known fixed geometry of the
fixture. Development of the interpolation volume concept and
fixture design is discussed in Section III-A. The mapping fixture
and an analysis of measurement errors are developed in Section
III-B. Section III-C develops the field data-collection process,
providing detail on how the two fixtures are used to collect field
data. In Section III-D, the algorithm to generate the LUT is
developed.

Fig. 2. Interpolation fixture shown with eight sensors placed to construct a
cube with a sensor at each vertex. The averaged positions of sensors 0, 1, and
4 are used to construct a fixture reference frame. The measured field at each
fixture sensor is at a different orientation in the source reference frame and must
be rotated into alignment with the source.

A. Interpolation Volume

The interpolation volume is a cube or a rectangular cuboid
with a known PnO in the magnetic source reference frame and
an edge dimension of approximately 40 mm. The small-edge
dimension allows for the accurate estimation of the secondary
field inside the volume using interpolation. The measured field
for any point inside the volume can be estimated as the sum of the
interpolated secondary field and the dipole field (3). Combining
the field estimation with a cost function minimization process
provides a mechanism to find the PnO of an arbitrary point
inside the volume.

To create the interpolation volume, a small fixture is con-
structed to position a sensor on each vertex of a cube or near
cube (rectangular cuboid) (see Fig. 1). The interpolation fix-
ture is calibrated by measuring the PnO of each sensor with the
tracker in a nondistorting environment. A nondistorting envi-
ronment can be found by placing the fixture (and the magnetic
source) at least 1.2 m away from any conductive/ferrous ma-
terials. During calibration, the fixture is placed at an arbitrary
position in the source reference frame, while a large set (>100)
of sensor PnO measurements are captured and then used to
determine the relative sensor PnO on the fixture.

The PnO of sensor n on the interpolation fixture is found
from the measured sensor positions by constructing a reference
frame TI using vectors r1 and r2 (see Fig. 2). The relative
position of sensor n on the fixture rPn is offset from sensor 0,
rotated into the fixture reference frame (4), shown below. The
relative orientation of sensor n on the fixture is found by rotating
the measured orientation qn

0 into the fixture reference frame
using quaternion multiplication (5) [6] shown below. We use
the function TtoQ() to convert a rotation matrix to a quaternion
value (6), shown below:

rPn = T I
(
rn
0 − r0

0
)

(4)

qPn
o =

(
qI

)−1
qn
0 (5)

qI = TtoQ
(
T I

)
. (6)

After calibration, the interpolation fixture is placed in the
tracking environment, the fixture reference frame is aligned
with the source reference frame, and the PnO of the fixture
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in the magnetic source reference frame is declared by the user.
The declared PnO should be within 10 mm for the true position
and 100 mrad of the true orientation (both composite values).
Inaccuracies in the declared PnO appear as additional distor-
tion of the magnetic field and will be compensated for in the
estimation process as an additional secondary field component.
Theoretically, the system should be able to handle any inaccu-
racies, but these errors increase the nonlinearity of the system
and can impact the accuracy of secondary field estimates.

The position of fixture sensor n in the source frame rFn is the
sum of the sensor 0 position rF0 and the relative sensor position
rPn , rotated by the fixture rotation matrix TI (7). The fixture
sensor orientation is the product of the fixture orientation qI and
the relative orientation qPn (8), shown below:

rFn =
(
rF 0 + T I rPn

)
(7)

qFn = qI qPn . (8)

Once the interpolation fixture is aligned to the source frame,
J frames of field data (J > 100) are collected to estimate the
expected value of the measured signal matrix for each fixture
sensor Sn . The measured signal matrix Sn is rotated into align-
ment with the source reference frame, and the unrotated dipole
field (2) is calculated using sensor position rFn (7). Rearrang-
ing (3), we can compute the secondary field as the difference
between the measured signal matrix and the dipole field for
the known position, i.e., fD (rFn ). The known sensor orienta-
tion qFn is used to rotate the measured signal matrix Sn into
alignment with the source reference frame before subtracting the
dipole field. The function QtoT() is used to perform a quaternion
to rotation matrix conversion

Gn = QtoT (qFn ) Sn − fD (rFn ) . (9)

The secondary field at any field point inside the cube g(r) can
be estimated from the known values at the cube vertices G using
an interpolation function (10) shown below. A complete expres-
sion for the measured field at any point inside the cube can be
constructed as the sum of the dipole field fD (r) and the inter-
polated secondary field g(r), rotated by the sensor orientation
(TS : a rotation matrix) (11) shown below:

g(r) = fI (r, rF,G) (10)

fS (r, q) =
(
TS

)T
(fD (r) + g (r)) . (11)

The ability to calculate the measured signal matrix provides
a method to estimate the PnO of any sensor in the interpolation
volume. To find the position, we use the dot product of the
signal matrix to construct an orientation invariant cost function.
The cost function (13), shown below, minimizes the difference
in the StS product (12), shown below, between the measured
Smeas and estimated signal matrix:

fStS (S) = ST S (12)

arg min [fStS(Smeas) − fStS (fS (r, qI ))] . (13)

The sensor orientation is found using a second cost function
that minimizes the difference between the measured signal ma-
trix Smeas and a rotation of the estimated signal matrix at the

Fig. 3. Mapping fixture has multiple sensors located at regular intervals down
the length of the material.

solved position r (14), shown below. Using (11), the position is
kept constant at the value found using (13), while the quaternion
orientation is varied

arg min [(fS (r, q) − S] . (14)

The interpolation volume provides real-time correction of
sensor PnO inside the interpolation volume without mapping
the tracking volume. We use this method to provide registration
of the mapping fixture without mechanical or hybrid methods.

B. Mapping Fixture

The mapping fixture is constructed with sensors mounted at
regular intervals down its length at arbitrary orientation (see
Fig. 3). It is assumed that all eight sensors used for the in-
terpolation fixture will be transferred to the mapping fixture.
Additional sensors can be used to shorten the data collection
process or improve sample density. The relative PnO of fixture
sensors are measured through a calibration procedure similar
to that used for the interpolation fixture. The mapping fixture
reference frame is defined to be aligned with sensor 0, i.e., the
reference sensor. Converting the sensor 0 orientation into a ro-
tation matrix TM (15), shown below, the position of sensor n
relative to sensor 0 (rBn ) is computed as the difference between
the two positions, rotated into alignment with the fixture ref-
erence frame using TM (16), shown below. The orientation of
sensor n in the fixture frame, i.e., qBn is the quaternion product
of the sensor n orientation qn and the inverse of the sensor 0 ori-
entation (q0

0)−1 , both in the source reference frame (17), shown
below:

TM = QtoT
(
q0
0
)

(15)

rBn =
(
TM

)T (
rn
0 − r0

0
)

(16)

qBn
0 =

(
q0
0
)−1

qn
0 . (17)

Sensor PnO during the data collection process is determined
through application of the estimated sensor 0 PnO to the relative
PnO developed in (16) and (17). The position of sensor n at time
step k is the relative position of sensor n (rPn ) rotated by the
sensor 0 orientation, i.e., QtoT(q0

k ), summed with the sensor 0
position r0

k (18). The orientation of sensor n at time step k is the
relative orientation of the sensor qBn , rotated by the orientation
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Fig. 4. Interpolation fixture is placed on a mounting post and aligned with the
source reference frame before data collection.

of sensor 0 q0
k (19), shown below:

rn
k = r0

k + QtoT
(
q0
k

)
rBn (18)

qn
k = q0

k qBn . (19)

Errors in the estimation of the sensor 0 PnO propagate through
(17) and (18) and have an increasing effect on the estimated PnO
of the mapping fixture sensor as the offset from sensor 0 in-
creases. Position errors are indicated when there is a difference
between the unrotated version of the estimated and measured
signal matrices, leading to a nonzero result of the minimization
equation. These errors are magnified on the mapping fixture
when we determine the PnO of each sensor based on the refer-
ence sensor [12]. Although these differences are clearly related
to the position error, they are obscured by the multiplications in
(12). A better measure of the error in the position estimate is the
difference between the estimated and measured signal matrices
without rotation. The signal matrix estimate error Λ is calculated
as the difference between the measured signal matrix Smeas and
the estimated signal matrix (20), shown below. The measured
signal matrix is rotated into alignment with the source reference
frame using the estimated orientation qest . The estimated signal
matrix is the sum of the dipole field fD (r) and the secondary
field g(r) at the estimated position rest :

Λ = (fD (rest) + g (rest)) − fT (qest) Smeas . (20)

C. Field Data Collection

The data collection process is performed in two phases: ini-
tialization of the interpolation volume and then the data collec-
tion itself. In the first phase, the interpolation fixture is used to
define the interpolation volume in terms of PnO and secondary
field values. The interpolation fixture is placed in a nondistorting
environment and captures calibration data to determine the rela-
tive PnO of each sensor on the fixture. The interpolation fixture
is then moved to the center of the mapped volume and aligned
to the source reference frame (see Fig. 4). A large dataset of
magnetic field measurements are made with the fixture to deter-
mine the secondary field value used in the interpolation process.
Finally, the user declares the PnO of the fixture to establish a
registration with the magnetic source reference frame.

In the second phase, the mapping fixture is used to collect a
“cloud” of field points for the map generation process. Before
data collection can begin, the mapping fixture is calibrated using

Fig. 5. Mapping fixture is designed to use the same mount as the interpolation
fixture. The fixture has concave depressions that allow it to be rotated while
keeping sensor 0 inside the interpolation volume.

the procedure outlined in Section III-B. Again, the calibration
data are taken, while the fixture is stationary in a nondistorting
environment. To collect data, the mapping fixture is positioned
with sensor 0 that is inside the interpolation volume, while the
fixture is slowly moved through the mapped volume (see Fig. 5).
The data-collection process continues until a dense data cloud
of points covering the entire mapped volume has been collected.

D. Lookup Table Generation

The collected data consist of trajectories through the tracking
volume that create a large set of scattered points, each with an
associated magnetic field measurement. The PnO of sensor 0
is first found using the position cost function (13) and the ori-
entation cost function (14). Once the sensor 0 PnO is known,
the PnO of all the other sensors on the mapping fixture are
found through the fixed geometry. The estimated sensor posi-
tions determine the secondary field at each point and create a
data “cloud.” Natural neighbor interpolation is used to create a
uniform grid LUT containing the secondary field for each grid
point but alternative techniques [11] may be used.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of experiments was conducted to evaluate the ex-
pected performance of the IVC system. Each of the experiments
use secondary field data collected from a typical application
to approximate real-world results. The interpolation algorithm,
mapping fixture, and data collection process are investigated in
detail to determine expected errors. Overall system performance
is evaluated by comparing compensated results based on IVC
with uncompensated and polynomial corrected approaches.

A. Experimental Data

IVC performance was evaluated using a 533 mm × 410 mm
× 305 mm tracking volume located directly in front of a large
LCD screen (see Fig. 6). The mapped volume is considered a
severely distorted environment based on dipole algorithm ori-
entation errors as large as 3800 mrad (see Table I). A Polhemus
magnetic field mapper was used to generate a uniform grid
LUT containing the true position and secondary field of each
grid point. The mapper is a robotic device that provides precise
mechanical registration, while providing three-axis translation
ability (static position errors with the mapper are less than those
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Fig. 6. Secondary field shown as a percentage of measured signal for our
experimental data. The darker regions indicate a stronger field.

TABLE II
PnO MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT ACCURACY SPECIFICATION

TABLE III
DATASET DISTORTION LEVELS

of the tracker; see Table II). The LUT was used to generate the
measured field as the sum of the interpolated secondary field and
the dipole field (3). The collected secondary field data were also
used to create datasets for four different distortion levels by scal-
ing the data until the desired dipole results were obtained (see
Table III). The severe dataset was the unmodified data obtained
when the LCD volume was mapped.

B. Position and Orientation Estimation Using Interpolation

The accuracy of the PnO solution is dependent on the ability
of the cost function minimization process to estimate the PnO
in the interpolation volume. A trial data collection was con-
ducted using a virtual interpolation cube placed in the center of
the volume. The mapping fixture collected 100 000 samples of
sensor PnO data, and the measured field of each point was esti-
mated as the sum of dipole field and an interpolated secondary
field, rotated by the measured sensor orientation (4). The PnO
of each point was estimated using the cost function algorithms
discussed in Section III-C. The interpolation function had a me-
dian position error of 0.27 mm and median orientation error of
1.50 mrad (see Table IV).

A histogram of the position errors [see Fig. 7(a)] shows that
the majority of the points are grouped around 0.25 mm, but

TABLE IV
PnO ERROR PROFILE

Fig. 7. Histograms of the (a) position error and (b) orientation error in inter-
polation estimates have a long tail of outlier values.

there is a long “tail” of large error values. Although most of the
interpolation position errors were within the tracker error band
(0.71 mm in Table II), there is a large group of outliers (position
errors > 0.91 mm) with errors ranging as high as 4.9 mm. The
orientation error has a less focused distribution [see Fig. 7(b)],
and the majority of the points are larger than the maximum ori-
entation error specified for the tracker (0.41 mrad; see Table II).
The increased error in the orientation estimate is indicative of its
dependence on the accuracy of the sensor position estimate. The
orientation cost function (14) minimizes the error between the
signal matrix at the estimated position and the measured signal
matrix. When the position error is small, it has little effect on the
orientation estimate, but when the error is large, the orientation
estimate error increases dramatically. This relationship results
in error accumulation in the orientation estimate, with a broader
distribution and more outliers than the position error. The errors
are related to at least two sources: the field data measurement
itself and the inability of the cost function solver to converge
on the correct answer at some field points. The larger errors
are grouped in long smooth trajectories of sequential points
with errors of 1 mm or more. These paths represent groups
of solutions that diverge slightly due to convergence in local
minima.

C. Mapping Fixture Accuracy

The error at each sensor on the mapping fixture was estimated
from the sensor 0 signal matrix error Λ (20) using the known
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Fig. 8. PnO error of the interpolation estimate has a correlation to the
RMS error of the unrotated signal matrix estimate. In this figure, we plot the
(a) position and (b) orientation errors against the RMS average of the error in
the unrotated signal matrix. The data appear in long strings of closely placed
errors due to the combination of a high measurement rate (240 Hz) and slow
motion of the fixture. Note the cluster of large error at the upper right corner of
both plots, these groups of outliers are removed by imposing a maximum RMS
error constraint of 0.3 on the estimated signal matrix.

TABLE V
INTERPOLATION FIXTURE AVERAGE SENSOR POSITION ERRORS (in millimeters)

geometry of the mapping fixture. As shown in Fig 8(a), the
RMS of Λ has a strong correlation to the position error and
can provide the basis for a correction of the position estimate.
The orientation estimate also has a strong correlation to the
signal matrix estimate that is well defined [see Fig. 8(b)] but
is “looser” than that of the position error. A close examination
of Fig. 8 reveals that the points with large errors are grouped
together and can be separated from the majority of the data.
Taking advantage of this separation, we imposed a maximum
value of 0.300 on Λ for all data points.

D. Field Data Collection

An interpolation fixture was constructed from wood stock
with precisely placed mounting holes for each sensor to align
them with the vertices of the interpolation volume. The sensors
do not have a precision mounting surface resulting in average
position error of 1.26 mm (see Table V).

The interpolation cube size and rotation were optimized to
best fit the measured data using an optimization function that
varied the cube side dimension d, cube offset r, and orientation

TABLE VI
OPTIMIZED INTERPOLATION FIXTURE SENSOR POSITION ERRORS

(in millimeters)

Fig. 9. Lack of a precision mounting surface on the sensor results in position-
ing errors on the interpolation fixture. Here, we see the position error distribution
of mapping fixture sensor 8 (the furthest away from the interpolation volume)
when using each of the three interpolation volumes (ideal, optimized, and aver-
aged) to estimate sensor positions. Note the large reduction in error when using
the optimized cube.

(in the fixture reference frame) TC :

arg min [rP − TC Ψ (r, d)] (21)

Ψ (r, d) = r + d

⎡

⎢
⎣

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1
0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0 1

⎤

⎥
⎦ .

The interpolation cube optimization process removed most
of the sensor placement errors, leaving a few offsets in the 1–
2-mm range (see Table VI). The remaining errors do not have
a large effect on accuracy because of their small magnitude as
compared with the interpolation volume dimensions.

To gauge the importance of the sensor positions on the inter-
polation cube, a statistical analysis of position errors at random
points in the interpolation volume was conducted. The test was
run for 10 000 points of data captured in a nondistorting envi-
ronment, while simulating data collection. Three interpolation
cubes were considered: an “ideal” cube with no position errors,
the “optimized” cube previously discussed, and a cube con-
structed from the “averaged” data without optimization. Look-
ing at errors at the farthest sensor from the interpolation volume
(see Fig. 9), it is seen that the ideal and optimized volumes re-
duce the median error but do not have the same impact on the
larger errors (see Table VII).

The ideal volume does reduce the 95% confidence interval
error by approximately 25%, but the optimization has almost
no effect, suggesting that these errors are not related to the
sensor positions on the fixture. These larger errors most likely
correspond to specific areas in the interpolation volume, where
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TABLE VII
SENSOR 8 POSITION ERRORS VERSUS INTERPOLATION CUBE

the trilinear interpolation process has difficulty in estimating the
secondary field data. The “trouble spots” may be localities that
have a high degree of nonlinearity in the field data and are not
well estimated.

The interpolation estimates are critical to the accuracy of the
field measurements made with the mapping fixture and must be
handled correctly to avoid large errors entering the LUT we are
creating. Errors in the orientation estimates have a larger effect
on the accuracy of the LUT, since they are multiplied by the
displacement of sensors on the mapping fixture from sensor 0.

E. Lookup Table Generation

The IVC system LUT generation process was evaluated by
mapping the LCD environment and then testing the accuracy of
compensation based on the LUT at random points using field
compensation (13). The data collection process took approxi-
mately 1 or 2 h, including time to gather calibration data for the
two fixtures and location of the mapping pole in the target en-
vironment. The field compensation results were compared with
a dipole PnO solution with and without polynomial-based PnO
correction (i.e., a standard distortion compensation scheme).
This experiment was conducted on each of the four datasets
listed in Table III (mild, moderate, moderate-severe, and se-
vere) to evaluate ICV performance over a range of application
environments. A random sampling of 1000 field points, each
with a random orientation, was created for the mapped volume
and used to test the algorithms on the four datasets. This test
assumes that all distortion in the field is caused by static object
in or near the tracking volume.

The dipole solution was computed using the algorithm de-
veloped by Jones [21] based on (2) and (3). This approach is
derived from the dipole model and is sensitive to distortions
of the magnetic field, particularly the orientation measurement.
The dipole solutions were used to generate a table that associ-
ated each PnO measurement with the true PnO. Two third-order
polynomial functions were created from the tabulated data to
generate correction factors for the measured PnO. The correc-
tion factors were then applied to the dipole PnO solution to find
the polynomial-compensated solution. The field solution was
determined by using an IVC generated secondary field map of
the tracking volume to compensate the measured field before
computation of the PnO solution. For this experiment, posi-
tion solutions were bound to the tracking volume, forcing large
errors to appear at the volume boundaries. This function is im-

plemented to provide usable data in all applications. Orientation
solutions are bound to the normal Euler angle ranges.

The RMS and maximum PnO errors for each of the solu-
tion algorithms (see Table VIII) illustrate the performance of
each approach at the four distortion levels tested. The dipole al-
gorithm had small errors with mild distortion (4.96-mm RMS),
which is a level that is tolerable by most applications. The errors
increased as the distortion level increased but were well behaved
until the severe category where hemisphere flips (rapid polarity
changes in the position vector components) occurred. This in-
stability in the position solution results in orientation solutions
that are essentially unusable (642 mrad RMS). The polynomial-
compensated solution improved performance for the mild and
moderate cases but had larger errors for higher distortion levels
than the dipole solution. Position error was nearly eliminated for
the mild case (1.23 mm maximum) and reduced by more than
50% for the moderate case when compared with the dipole so-
lution alone. Orientation errors were similarly reduced for these
cases. However, the polynomial compensation is sensitive to
the increasing error of the dipole solution, resulting in increased
error for both position and orientation with moderate-severe dis-
tortion. The large orientation errors in the moderate-severe case
(786 mrad maximum) make the solutions of questionable value.
The essentially unbounded orientation errors for the severe case
(3768 mrad maximum) results from the hemisphere flips in the
dipole solution and offers no improvement over the uncompen-
sated result. The polynomial compensation results are typical
of position-based compensation methods which depend on the
measured position as an input to the compensation algorithm.
Good results can be obtained for mild and moderate distortion,
but the increasing errors in the position measurement quickly
result in unusable result. Other position-based methods (such as
combining polynomial functions with an LUT) can extend the
usability of this approach into the range of moderate distortion
but are not effective with severe distortion.

The field solution uses the IVC system to construct a sec-
ondary field LUT for the tracked volume. In this case, the com-
pensation is not reliant on the dipole position measurement,
resulting in dramatically improved performance at all distor-
tion levels. For mild distortion, PnO errors were reduced below
the tracker specification (0.71 mm RMS), indicating that actual
results will be similar to an undistorted environment. Results
with moderate distortion were improved over the dipole and
polynomial solutions, with very small PnO errors (0.22 mm
RMS and 3.22 mrad RMS). The two low-distortion categories
illustrate how well the field solution can work with an IVC
LUT, providing improved performance over both the dipole and
polynomial-compensated solutions. The benefit of the IVC ap-
proach is most apparent with high distortion (moderate-severe
and severe cases). The field solution provided vastly improved
results at these high distortion levels with a maximum position
error of 3.84 mm and orientation error of 40.6 mrad under severe
distortion. The low errors of the field solution across the entire
spectrum of distortion levels indicate that the IVC system is
accurately creating the secondary field LUT from the measured
data.
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TABLE VIII
PnO ERROR VERSUS DISTORTION LEVEL

Our results do not provide performance comparable with the
Polhemus mapper because of the several inaccuracies built into
the system, including the interpolation fixture sensor placement,
convergence problems with the cost function solver, and inter-
polation errors in the LUT generation process. The lack of a
precise mounting surface on the sensors created a problem in
locating the sensors on the interpolation fixture. We addressed
this problem using an optimization process but were unable
to correct all of the error. This problem could be eliminated
using sensors that have been modified to present a precise
mounting interface. There were some convergence problems
with the position and orientation cost functions because of our
choice of Levenberg–Marquardt minimization. The minimiza-
tion has no information on the locality of the solution with
which to reject unreasonable answers. Generally, this was not
a problem in our work, since the position errors were small,
but the outlier errors caused correspondingly large orienta-
tion errors. A Kalman-filter-based approach might be better
suited to these tasks. Because of the manner of the data collec-
tion, the field data are located in concentric spheres spaced at
25.4-mm intervals. The interpolation result could be improved if
a more varied dataset was created through more closely spaced
sensors.

V. CONCLUSION

In this study, we have presented a new method of calibra-
tion for ac magnetic trackers that can be built and operated
without expensive equipment or highly trained individuals. The
system was constructed for this study from readily available
dimensional lumber and used to map a typical magnetic tracker
application. The system was tested for four different distortion
levels in the mapped volume, comparing PnO results of the
dipole model, a polynomial-compensated solution, and a field-
based solution. The dipole and polynomial-compensated solu-
tions were found directly from measured field data, while the
field solution used the IVC generated map. Test results indicate
that the field-based solution is superior to the other methods in
all the examined cases. Furthermore, the field solution was able
to generate accurate PnO estimates in the severe distortion case
when the other methods produced unusable results. The ability
of the IVC system to support a successful field solution for all

distortion levels illustrates the applicability of this approach to
calibrate an ac magnetic tracker.
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